Homework Contract

Week 4

Religion
- Read and complete ‘Family focus’ activity OR the ‘Puzzle’ in your diary. Discuss with your family our church Lenten Acts of Prayer, Fasting and Almsgiving. What are some ways you and your family might observe these?

Writing
- Interview your parents and find out how you came to live at your present address. Prepare your questions first. Record their answers and write the information as a recount to share with the class.

Reading
- Read for at least 10 minutes every night and record in your diary.
- Be a ‘Connector’. Find and record connections between the book and the outside world. This can include: your life; other stories; other people; similar events or; other times and places.

Maths
- Complete pages 2 (Extending Addition Facts) and page 15 (Revising Multiplication Facts) in your Maths Plus Text-Book.
- Write and practise your x 3 tables. Remember: You need to know your tables!!!

Mathletics

REMINDERS:
- Thursday – Sport and Library
- Friday – Assembly – 2.30pm
- FRIDAY - SCHOOL DISCO – 5.30-7.30